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ISL IN A PROCESS WITH V-GROOVE ISOLATION.

ABSTRACT

This report describes an investigation into the fabrication of Integrated

schottky logic in a standard bipolar process.

An optimal gate structure is derived from speed measurements on different

gate structures.

A minimal average delay time of 2 u sec was measured on this optimal gate

structure.

Special attention is paid to the extra process costs when making ISL in the

standard V-groove isolated process.

It is prooven that 3 extra mask steps are needed for fabricating the opti

mal gate structure.
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1. Introduction

- ISL in a V-groove isolated process

ISL, Integrated Schottky Logic, is a fast bipolar logic that

can be fabricated within a standard bipolar process with a

double layer metallization.

The only inevitable requirement is an extra process step for

fabricating Schottky contacts.

ISL can be used for circuits for which 12L is too slow.

Compared with other fast bipolar logics like ECL and low power

Schottky TTL, 15L has the advantage of a higher packing density

and a lower power consumption.

A drawback is the more complicated fabrication process.

In this report, this increased tecrmological complexity is

investigated. Insight in the extra costs of making ISL in a

standard precess is important for the decision on the usefullness

of ISL for tne type of circuits that are made at Philips Nijmegen.

The standard bipolar process for which this investigation is done

is the so called ~50 process, presently under development at

Philips Nijrnegen.

This process uses etched V-shaped grooves for island isolation.

Compared witn the conventional pn-isolation by means of a deep

p-diffusion, V-gruove isolation considerably reduces the area

necessary for isolation.

V-groove isolation is very attractive for ISL since V-groove

isolated ISL does not have the disadvantage of the slow lateral

pnp that is :ormed to the isolation diffusion and limits the

speed of 13L in pn-isolated processes [1].
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In this report, the fabrication of 15L in the N50 process

is evaluated; technological problems and electrical

characteristics are discussed:

chapter 2 gives an insight into the working principle of ISL

by describing how the concept of ISL originated;

chapter 3 compares ISLwith its main competitor 12L;

chapter 4 describes the V-groove isolated process;

chapter 5 describes the main problems that have to be dealt

with when fabricating ISL in this process;

chapter 6 deals in more detail with one of the problems

described in chapter 5: fabricating the Schottky diodes;

in chapter 7 the switching speeds that have been obtained

with different gate structures are discussed;

chapter 8 describes the noise margins of these gates;

in chapter 9, the conclusions of this study are discussed.
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2. The concept of ISL

ISL can be seen as a compromise between two earlier proposals

for fast bipolar logics.

One is Schottky Coupled Transistor Logic (SCTL) (fig. 1), the

other is Schottky Transistor Logic (STL) (fig. 2).

-SC'T'L

output.

fig. 1 Schottky Coupled Transistor Logic

The logic swing of SCTL is about 200 mV, i.e. the difference

between the base-collector voltage of the forward biased npn

transistor and the forward voltage of the Schottky diode.

Because of this smaller logic swing, for low injector currents,

SCTL is fascer th~~ 12L.

In SCTL the npn transistor can be used either in the normal

mode, or, like in 12L, in the reverse mode. In the latter case,

the current source can be merged with the npn transistor as_in

l2L.

In both cases, the maximum speed of SCTL is hardly higher than

the maximum speed of 12L: when the forward mode is used, the

transistor will heavily go in saturation, causing a large

saturation delay; when the reverse mode is used, the maximum

speed, again as in 12L, is limited by the low cut-off frequency

of the npn, caused by the large minority carrier storage in

the epi-layer under the base.
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- STL

•

T,

fig. 2 Sc·r.ottky Trans ist,cr Lngic.

Furely electronically seen, the nest way to obtain high speed

is to use the npn in the normal mode and prevent saturat~on

b~ Schottky c~amping.

T~le clamp j =o'::'e mus t have a '.arr ieT he ight that is low enough

to ...;:eep the ~::::n cut of satliratiorc. ;~'[-,e output diode :nust ~lave a

·ca.rI' ier than t,he barr::er height

of the cla,,"'}' :::'iode to obtain a ::;lifrici~nt logic s'",i,.g:

Logic S't:'::l~:: Lor..JaTd'"();t<1.6"e over clamp dicie when "p:1 is

:'OI"viarQ LiEised ::Ji"us fOrl,ard voltage ever

'~he eu t,·;u t diuie ~ fE-tL.
'0-::' instance ~ f L-~;~. clamt: diode (f:: C.CQ eV) and a Tf,,[ output

Q

i ' .'"' r: e (.i. - G.~. J e 'J ) cant::e . "':: e r! r21. - '-/........ 'tb- ...A,,-, u.. l - •

'.:--.e cirawoac.-<;. ::::' :';'::L is a tE:cr.nological one: each tyre of :3chott;':v

di:::18 re~uires an extra process stene

- 1:;:;L

•

fig. 3 ~ntegrated Schottky Logic
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As a compromise between SCT1 and ST1, 1ohstroh, in 1977,
developed the concept of IS1 (fig. 3) l31 .
In IS1 the saturation delay is reduced by a "parasitic"

substrate pnp transistor that controls the saturation of the

npn transistor.

Fig. 4 shows that this substrate pnp can simply be made by

not extending the buried layer under the base contact of the

npn transistor.

/

fig. 4.

ft-

cross section of an lSL gate with V-groove ~solation

~n lS1, the npn transistor still goes into saturation, but

no longer as heavily because a part of the npn input current

is drained off to ground by the pnp as soon as the ~pn base

collector junction becomes forward biased.
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3. ISL compared with 12L

- Packing density

Fig. 5a shows cross sections of an 12L and an ISL gate,

both made in the same V-groove isolated process, using the same

des ign rules.

For the current source in ISL a resistor or a pnp transistor

may be used. In the latter case, the pnp injector cannot be

merged with the npn transistor as in 12L since the npn transistor

is used in its norrnal,downward, mode.

This means not only that each gate needs its own island, but

also that the injector pnp's of all 1SL gates have to ce placed

in separate islands. Since the cOQpact 12L structure does not

require any island isolation, the packing densi~y of =SL is

lower than the packing density of 12L.

For the V-groove isolated process, discussed in this re~ort, the

packing dens ity of ISL is about SC percent of the packing

dens i ty of 12L.

?or pn-isolated processes, where island isolation cons~~es

relatively more area, this percentage is lower.

- Lay-out

Lcoking at lay-out complexity, =2L has the advantage that the

base contact does not have a fixed place. It can be placed

an)~here between or outside the collector contacts. This offers

great flexibility when designing the metallization layer.

In 1SL, the base contact has a fixed place: on the injector side

of the emitter.

This brings with another disadvantage of ISL: the ground line,

that connects emitters of adjacent gates, divides in- and outputs

(base- and collector contacts) of the ISL gates. Therefore,

always two metallization layers are needed.
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fig. ') cross sections 01' :::2i. and =SL gate in ::-,8 sa.rr;e V-groove
~solated ~rocess
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- Technology

The fabrication process for making ISL is more complicated

than the process for making I2L. At least one extra process

step, for Schottky contacts and Schottky metallization, is
necessary.

So far, the comparison between I2L and ISL has only shown

IS1 as disadvantageous.

ISL, however, ows its right of existence to its higher speed.

- Speed

At low currents ISL is faster than I2L because of its smaller

logic swing, while junction capacitances are comparable.

This smaller logic swing is caused by the voltage drop over the

Schottky diode at the output of each gate.

At high current levels, minority carrier storage dominates.

This charge storage is for both ISL and I2L found in the epilayer:

the npn emitter area of the I2L gate and the pnp base area and

the collector area of the saturated npn of the I8L gate respectively.

The minority carrier storage in the npn of the ISL gate is much

smaller than the minority carrier storage in the npn of the

I2L gate. This is caused by the smaller area (fig. Sa) and by

the fact that the npn
ISL

is not completely saturated (therefore

V >V ).BE npn 121 Be npn IS1
As will be made clear in chapter 7, the maximum speed of the

I8L gate depends mainly on minority carrier storage in the

base of the pnp.

In most practical cases, f >f M .
T pnp ISL T npn 121' ,axlmum speed

ratio between IS1 and 121 is even larger than the ratio between

their cut-off frequencies due to a different switching behaviour

caused by the fact that the r pnI21 is heavily saturated [4,S] •
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4. The N50 process with V-groove isolation

The specific characteristic of the process in which the ISL

gates, described in this report, are made is partial di~lectric

isolation by means of etched V-grooves.

Searching for ways to increase packing densities, island isolation

by means of etched grooves seems at first sight an obvious

choise. Especially since etching V-grooves is a simple process

with good reproducability: in <100> Si, V-grooves can be etched

chemically, e.g. using KOB and Isopropanol.

However the loss of planarity after the etching of the grooves

is a serious drawback that so far has obstructed wide commercial

use of V-groove isolation in standard bipolar processes.

Yet the possibilities for a dramatic increase in packing density

may turn the scale. At Philips Nijmegen, redes igning of an.
existing lay-out for a V-groove isolated process has shown an

area saving of about 50 percent.

The process described here employs Si
3
N

4
, local oxidations

(LOCOS) and ion implantations to be able to define all critical

pre-metallization dimensions before the etching of the grooves.

The CO mask, that defines the dimensions of the washed emitter

and of the base and emitter contact holes, is in conventional

processes the last mask of the diffusion part of the process.

In the process described here this mask is the first mask used

after growing the epitaxial layer. This to avoid lithographical

problems, caused by non-uniform resist· thicknesses that occur

when resist is spun on the non-planar wafer after the etching

of the grooves.

For the metallization steps, the idea to overcome above mentioned

lithographical problems is to use a simple non-acid resistant

groove filling material in combination with anodized aluminium

(see the end of this chapter) and so restore planarity.
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In short I will now describe all characteristic steps of the

process in which the IS1 gates, described in this report,

were made.

The metallization part of the process described now deviates

from the official N50 process. This is done because of the fact

that the use of anodized Al renders very bad Schottky contacts.

Normal Al metallization was used and therefore the IS1 gates

described in this report employ Al Schottky diodes.

When not using groove filling and anodized Al as in the official

N50 process serious lithographical problems arise that limit

wafer yield.
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V-groove isolated process for making IS1

Main process steps:

1. BN mask to def ine buried layer d linens ions,

- Sb-slurry deposition or Sb implantation.

- Sb d iffus ion

- growLDg of epitaxial layer

2. XA mask: special mask step used for making high speed IS1.

This mask defines the area where the 181 gates will be located

on the chip. In this area the epi-layer has to be etched off

to get higher switching speeds.

- etching of the epilayer

- growing of oxide on the epi-layer

3. co mask to define base and emitter contacts

- etching of CO area

(f ig. 6 a)

co mask

[_-------Si_SiO"_}
6a

- growing of thin oxide in CO area

(fig. 6 b)

fig. 6b

- deposition of LFCVD Si
3
N

4
(f ig. 6c )
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fig. 6c

4. OD mask (Oxide Definition) to define the area where thick

10COS oxide will be grown that will shield off SF- and

channel stop implantation

- plasma etching of Si
3
N
4

outside OD area

- 10COS oxidation in the area not covered with Si
3
N4

(fig. bd)

OD mask.

.f' ig. 6 ci

5. DN mask to define, in combination with OD and CO mask, the

areas for the deep n-diffusion for contacting the buried layer.

As may be clear from the figures 5, the areas on this mask

should overlap with the DN holes in the LOCOS oxidation. Therefor~

Dl~ dimens ions are defined by the OD mask and consequently the

DN mask is a non-critical mask.

- plasma etching of Si
3
N
4

inside the DN area

dip etch to remove the thin oxide layer, that was grown in the

CO step, in this area

- DN depos ition

(fig. 6e)

fig. 6e
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- removal of all Si
3
N
4

by plasma etching

6. Dr mask for definition of V-grooves

- plasma etching of Si
3
N

4
in DP area

- covering of wafer back with resist

~. etching of Si0
2

in DP area

- V-groove etching in KOB and Isopropanol

(fig. 6f)

fig. 6f

- short oxide etch to remove compensation patterns at

corners of islands

- first LOCOS oxidation in V-groove

7. CSP mask to define areas, where via wall and bottom of the

groove, a contact to the substrate will be made by means of

the channel stop implantation

- oxide etch in CSF areas

implantation of Boron channel stopper: energy is choosen such

that, when implanting perpendicular to the wafer surface, the

the oxide on the wall of the groove, in the direction of

the implantation,is too thick too penetrate. At the same time

the implantation energy must be high enough for the Boron to be

implanted in the bottom of the groove.

(fig. 6g)
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..- - --'",,,,,
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fig. 6 g

- annealing

- 2nd LOCOS oxidation

- plasma etchL~g of all Si
3
N

4

- oxide etch to remove thin oxide layer from CO holes

- oxidation of dirt barrier in CO holes for following implantation

- Sf implantation (B)

- S:i~ diffus ion

(fig. 6h)

DN

fig. 6 h

8. Sllli mask to cover the base contacts with. resist. These resist

patterns will overlap the case contact holes therefor this is

a non-critical mask

- SN .(Fosfor) implantation with a low energy such that Fosfor

will only be implanted in CO holes not covered with resist

(fig. 6 i)
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fig. 6 i

- SN diffus ion

9. >~ mask for defining the dimensions of the Schottky contacts

- oxide etch of the Schottky contact areas

- Schottky metallization process (see chapter 5)

10. IN mask for defining first metallisation layer

- Al etch of first metallization layer

deposition of plasma Si
3
N4 as isolation between first and

second metallization layer

11. C02 mask to define "via-holes" for contacts between first

and second metallization layer

- sputter deposition of Al for second metallization layer

12. IN2 mask for defining second layer metallization

- etchinG the pattern of the second metallization layer

- deposition of plasma Si
3
N
4

scratch protection

13. CB mask to define openings in the scratch protection for

contacting the bonding pads

plasma etching of openings in the scratch protection.
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- Anodized Aluminium

Anodic oxidation of Aluminium is a process that can replace

the etching of the Al wiring pattern.

~he process is as follows. Before Al sputter deposition, a thin

layer of Hafnium (Hf) is sputter deposited on the wafer. On

the 11.1, the normal resist pattern is then made. Instead of masking

for an etch step, this resist pattern is used as a mask during

anodic oxidation of the Al in oxalic acid (C 2H202). During this

anQdic oxidation, FJ is used as anode. Thus A1 20
3

is formed

as isolation between the Al lines.

After this, in a short oven step, the Hf underneath the A120
3

can be ox id ized.

"Anodized" Al has the following advantages over etched Al:

1. A1 20
3

, used as isolation between Al lines,makes smaller

minimQ~ distances between these lines possible thereby

increasing packing density

2. when anodized 11.1 is used, the first metallization layer

has uniform thickness: the space between Al lines is

"filled" with A1
2
0

3
; this improves planarity on the wafer

3. in the N50 process, anodized Al makes filling of the grooves

with a simple non acid resistant groove filling material

possible since the groove filling remains completely

covered with A1
2

0
3
•
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5. Specific problems that arise when fabricating 1SL in N 50

1. The XE mask, which is a critical mask because it defines the

d1.Jlensions of the Schottky diodes and therefore the voltage

drop over the diodes, is used after the etching of the

V-grooves. Together with the fact that the surface of the

Schottky island is not flat, because of the LOCOS oxidation

of the groove-walls, this causes a very nonuniform distribution

of resist thickness over each schottky island and over the

different Schottky islands.

fig. 7

l 0.3. um

t

step measurement, showing nonflatness of
Schottky island surface

On the same island, area differences 15 to 2ry~ have been measured.

On different islands, depending on the width of the surrounding

groove, the differences can be even larger. During this step

another problem arises that has the same cause: on the edges of

of islands with wide grooves around them, resist can be so

thin that during the long etching of the thick oxide of the

Schottky islands, these edges will also be etched.

Without radical changes in the process,tbese problems can only

be solved by using such tec~~iques as bilevel fotoresist.
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2. A well known problem, that arises when using V-groove

isolation is the undercutting, under the oxide mask,

of the convex corners 0: the anisotropically etched

Si- is lands.

Two methods ca~ be used to correct this: the rotation of the

mask pattern with respect to the wafer-flat by a small angle

a!ld the addition of cor::pslnsation patterns to the mask corner

(6J.

Of course, the second method. would be preferable for everyday

use since it w8uldn't reJ.uire any deviation from standard

'.iafer handling.

r:owever, one rroblem arises. After completion of the etching

of the V-groove, the Si under the compensation pattern should

just be etched away. Tr.erefcre after V-groove etching the oxide

compensacion patterns r:::int out at the corners of the islar:ds.

Al~~ini~~ wiring over ~nese corners is therefore impossible

since this wou.ld lead to breakage over this, imposs ible to

cover, step or to cavicies under the Aluminium wiring, where

residues of Ai-etch would stay behind and endager circuit

life-tilTle.

So it is clear that these compensation patterns should be

rer.loved after V-groove etching. This is poss ible with a

short oxide etch sjnce the oxide on top of the isla.nds is

covered with Si
3
N

4
(see process description) and therefore

'won't be etched. '1'he compensdl.tion patterns will then be

etched f~om underneath.

However, on the Schott~y islands the oxide (LOCOS oxide)

is far too thick to be removed during this short etch.

'l'here is a very critice.l maximum etch time, because of the

si",ultaneous ~~deretching of the oxide on top of the islands

(under the Si
3
K

4
). Underetching too far would cause the

channel stop Boron to be L~planted on the edges of each

island. So prolonging etch-time is not possible.
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Figure shows the remainder of the compensation pattern on

a Schottky island after the short oxide etch: it may be clear

that it is only partly etched off from underneath.

Also visible is the underetching of the oxide at the edge of the

island.

I

fig. 8 SEM photograph of a compensation pattern of a Schottky
island after the short oxide etch

Also in a process employing groove filling and anodized Aluminium,

these compensation patterns cause problems: non-uniform groove

filling resulting in the same problems as described above.
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3. As can be seen in chapter 7, the speed of ISL gates depends

very strongly on the epilayer thickness. Reducing this

thickness is a very powerfull way to minimize propagation

delay time.

Therefore, when fabricating 1SL gates on a chip together with

analog bipolar circuitry (the most likely use of ISL at Philips

Nijmegen), epi-thichness has to be reduced locally.

There are two ways to do this:

1. etching off chemically us ing KGB,

2. growing a very thick oxide in the 1SL area and etching

away this oxide afterwards.

Using the first method, great attention has to be paid to the

purity of the etchant and etching environment since otherwise

irregularities in the etched surface may occur.

The second method is expensive since it requires much oventime.

Furthermore it might cause stress in the wafer surface which

may lead to cristal damage.

No investigation into the consequences for circuit yield of

either method has been done.

4. The most specific problem when making 1SL gates in a standard

bipolar process is of course the fabrication of the Schottky

diodes.

The next chapter is totally devoted to this problem.
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6. Schottky process

The inevitable extra process step, when making IS1 in a standard

bipolar process, is making the Schottky diodes.

As described in the process description.in chapter 4, this step

consists of etching the Schottky holes and processing the

Schottky metallization. The metal processing part of the process

depends strongly on the choise of the Schottky metal.

In this chapter, the choice of the Schottky metal will be

discussed from a technological point of view.

- Aluminium Schottky diodes

The IS1 gates described in this report, employ pure Al as

Schottky metal.

Al would of course be the first choice for the Schottky

metallization since Al is the standard "wiring metal" in standard

processes. If Al would be used, the only extra process step for

for making IS1 would be the etching of the Schottky holes.

Furthermore, Al has a very attractive barrier height (about

0.7 eV (71), giving the IS1 gates very good speed and high

no ise margins.

Although near ideal Schottky contacts can be made using AI,

Al cannot be used due to bad reproduceability of the effective

barrier height.

Contaminations, oxide layers and metallurgical reactions at

the interface between Al and Si cause major variations in diode

behaviour ls):
Al metallization, in contact with Si, must be sintered to

reduce the native Si02 in the contacts. This results in the

so called alloy penetration.

Since at high temperatures (sintering temperature is about 4000 C)

there is a high solubility of Si in AI, Si from the contact

diffuses in the AI. At the same time, Al diffuses into the Si

surface: this forms the penetration.
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Near the edges of the contact, where the Al overlaps the oxide,

and especially at the location of Al land, there is a large

volume of Al available to act as a sink for the Si.

Figure 9 shows the mechanism of the formation of penetration pits:

the location of the pits is thought to correspond with local

defects in the native oxide.

NATIVE Si02 • lOA

~-,,-.\lr:x-v:i OXIDE

Si t.,...J>EFECT

AFTER
CONTACT
HOLE
CLEANING

AI \ I,-__Al___ AI EVAPORATION
------,~ OXIDE

Si

~_-O-XA-I~-E--
Si

_J-I\--.\__---.l-;:::: Si -

___._~ 'OXIDE '

Si Si Si

1\ -j:C:Si -
_--L..~s~ OXIDE

Si

SUBETCH

BEGINNING OF
HEAT TREATMENT

I
I
I
~

DURING HEAT
TREATMENT

fig. 9

1\ l::::::Si--_--L..=,____ Si Co / . OXIDE

~
Si

formation of alloy penetration pits

It should be clear that this mechanism is very irreproducible

as it depends strongly on the structure and thickness of the

native oxide.

Figure 10 shows the dependance of the barrier height on sintering

time.as investigated by Sullivan (9] •

At longer sintering times, the lowering of the barrier height

due to the formation of pentration pits and reduction of native

oxide is compensated for by the formation of an Al-doped (p-doped)

epitaxial layer at the conact,interface. The formation of this

p-doped layer, which increases the barrier height, takes place

when, after sintering, during cooling solubility of Si in Al

decreases and consequently Al-doped Si comes from 50l~tion in

the Al.
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rig. 10 barrier ~eight of Al Schott~y contact as a function
of sintering time at 4000 C.

- Al Schottky dioQe: experimental results

Neasurements were ,:erformed on Al Sc~ottky diodes with different

dimens ions.

The saturation current (eq. 1) of the measured Schott;';':; diodes

prooved to be pro;ortional with with the contour lengtn of

tte diodes and no: wich the area. T~is leads to the conclusion

that an effective 3chottky contact is only formed at the edges

of the diode (near :he Si sink formed by the Al overlapping

the SiC 2) •

theore t icaEy: ... =::; A :,2 exp (-q ?B )
s 1<. T

S = area of the Sctottk~

A = Ric~ardson co~stant:

e c~.

2contact in em

120 cm- 2 K-2 A

oThe measured dicies were all sintered for ~h at 400 c.
S~l pictures of :ne Schottky contacts after removal of the Al

clearly show the iependence of penetration pit formation on

the presence of a sink for the Si: the largest penetration pits

occur on the side of the diode where the overlap of Al on the

Si02 is largest. :he influence of the Al land is remarkable.

Si migrated through the Al land can be seen deposited far outside

the contact (fig. 11a).
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••

Flg. 11

SUI pictures showing the Si surface

of AI-Schottky diodes after remo~al

of the metal.

The pictures show diodes of 2 different

dimensions : 25 x 25 um2 (lla) and

5 x 5 um2 (lIb and c).
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- Silicon doped Al Schottky contacts

Alloy penetration can be prevented by depositing Al that is

already supersaturated with Si.

Then, however, instead of alloy penetration, epitaxial p-layer

formation by Al-doped Si from the Al takes place.

This epitaxial growth takes first place through local defects

in the native Si02• This finally results in epitaxial mesa's

of p-doped Si on a continuous Al-doped Si epitaxial layer.

As was said earlier, this p-doped layer increases the barrier

height.

So, the use of Si-doped Al also gives an intrinsically

irreproduceable barrier height.

- "Foor r-:ans Schottky"

Obviously, when using pure Al, occurance of penetration pits

depends on the amount of Si that can be soluted in the Al

metallization: the occurance of penetration pits on the edges

of the diodes (fig 11) clearly shows this.

The use of S i-doped 1\.1 prevents tOne absorbtion of S i from t-ne

substrate but has the disadvantage of p-layer formation.

Josquin [10J proposes a structure for an Al Schottky contact

that circumvents above mentioned nroblems. This structure is

the so called "Foor Hans Schottky" (HitS). Fig. 12 shows this

structure.

um TiW

fig. 12 Foor Mans Schottky diode
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The idea behind the FMS is to limit the amount of Ai (either

pure or Si-doped) with which the actual Schottky contact is

made:

when pure Ai is used, only a negligeable amount of Si can be

soluted in the thin Ai layer; when Si-doped Ai is used, only

a very small amount Si can segregate at the interface.

The TiW layer (fig. 12) acts as a diffusion barrier to separate
o

the thick Ai wiring layer from the 400 A layer that is used

making the contact.

The PhS diode structure has the advantage of a simple and

cheap process and of the convenient barrier height of Ai.

The process for the PMS is as follows:

1. sputter deposition of Ai

Tlli

Ai

2. formation of resist pattern

5. Ai etch, using the resist patter as mask

4. removal of resist

5. TiW etch in H2C
2

, using the etched Ai

pattern as mash

6. short, unmasked, Ai etch to remove the

thin layer of Ai.

Lnly a part of step 1 and the steps 5 and 6 are extra process

steps when the H'lS diodes are made in a standard bipolar

process.

- FNS diode: experimental results

Although the first experimental results show an improvement

when compared with the results of the normal Ai Schottky diode,

these first experimental results still look rather poor.

Barrier heights of 0.69-0.70 eV were measured. Only for diodes

with a very large area, a barrier height of 0.75 eV was measured,

showing the imperfection of the measured structures.
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The measured PMS diodes were made using Si-doped Al.

SD1 pictures (fig.13), very unexpectedly, show penetration

pits, not as deep as in the case of the pure Al Schottky (fig.11)

but more uniformly distributed over edge and surface.

The occurance of penetration pits when (a very thin layer of)

Si-doped Al is used, is in contradiction with the earlier mentioned

"theory" of penetration pit formation.

Some of the wafers from the first experimental batch of PMS diodes

yield Schottky contacts with barrier heights of around 0.6 eVe

The most likely explanation for this very low barrier height is

that, at the edges of the diode, a TDif Schottky contact is

formed (barrier height 0.50 eV L2J).
88M analysis,however, shows no evidence for this assumption.

The FMS diode technology is still far from perfected and

some of the observed phenomena are unexplained.

Because of the clear advantages of FHS diode structure, further

research into this structure is advisable.
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Fig. 1)

SEt-I pictures showing the Si interface

of PMS diodes after removai of the

metai iayers.
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- PtNi Schottky

A Schottky technolo5J already available at Philips (RTC, Signetics)

is the PtKi-Si (Platinel) Schottky. This is a Schottky diode made

with a Platinum-Nickel compound, lSi it
1

,that forms a silicide
x -x

layer with the silicon underneath.

By changing the Nickel-Flatinum ratio, barrier heights between

0.64 eV (100 percent Ni) and 0.34 eV (100 percent Pt) can be

obtained, at Philips a barrier height of 0.74 eV is used.

rrhis Schottky diode doesn't have the reproducahility problems of

the Al Schottky diodes.

However, the process is more complicated ar:d the rtlJi sputter

targets are relatively expensive.

The process is as follows:

1. sputter d'?:::osi';;ion o~ FL,}.

2. j il ic ide .c~ormat ion at "l r :::; in vacuo

3. slective etc~ing in aqua re~ia: ft~i-Si doesn't

d i8so.L ve

4. sputter deposition of

5. resist nattern on Al

6. Al etch

7. r1'i,j etch

~ ".-
J. 1,',

A1

iif~usjon barrier

Other metals that have been reported to give good Schottky

contacts (Ti, W, it) are no serious candidates for use in an

lSL process since their tarrier heights are either too low

(Ti-Si: 0.53 eV ; W-Si: 0.59 eV) or too high (Pt-5i: 0.84 eV).
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- 13L in a process which employs anodized Alwninium

In my investigation of Schottky technologies, I have paid

special attention to finding a Schottky process that can be

eas ily comb ined with anodically oxid ized AI. This is very

important since the standard :~50 process employs anodjzed AI.

Ef is not suitable as Schottky metal since its barrier height

is too low.

The main problem is that, when using an other Schottky metal

than hf, this has to be removed outside the contact holes before

tile depositicn cf Ef and AI. Jt should be clear that in contrast

to the case of etched Al, here the Schot~~y metal cannot be etched

in the l1HS;';: ste-c used for defining the ',·:iring rJa-ctern.

::;0 eithe:::- an ext:::-a mas!: step ~o define tte area ·.... ·,1ere the Schottky

Detal has :0 ~e re~oved is needed or a metal with selective

deposition or selective etch=n~ should be ~sed.

The first solution is not very attractive since it would make

the extra C8S ~s to make 1SL in the ::50 ::rocess 'fer:: high.

-selective etching

I·.ost setals that £'orm n:etal silicictes can selectively 1:::e etched:

'.vhen in the cor:tact holes a metal silicide is forr.ed, this

silicide ca;: be slightly oxidized on top. This thin oxide layer

will mask :he silicide wher: toe metal is etched away.

'.o'tlever, ::-.e 1i../ diffusion barrier necessary to prevent the

d' and Al to per-.etrate into the silicide ...,rill again make an

extra mask necessary and so all advantages of the selectively

etchable metals are lost again.
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- selective deposition; W-Schottky

In the research for ways to reduce contact resistances in

scaled down NOS devices, several metals and metal-s ilicides

have been found that can be deposited selectively in contact

holes.

At FRLS, a selective LFCVJ wdeposition process is under

development.

At first sight this seemed a very attractive nrocess for

making ~chottky diodes underneath the anodized A1. ;',snecially

since Wand not W-Si is deposited and therefore no diffusion

barrier would be needed.

Furthermore, the barrier height of '.'/ on n-Si is not altogether

impractical: 0.67 eV 011.
i'he first report T received from " v.d. Ven of F?L~~ mentioned,

~.

a barrier height of 0.68 eVe

:iowever measurements showed a barrier r.eight of about 0.61 e,.

~his lower barrier height can be attributed to the formation

of a layer of \';-silicide on the interface bet"reel'l:. and 3i.

'.::':1'; analys is at iJRLS conf irms this assumption.

The :neasured barrier height is not very attractive: the

convenience of the process must be paid for ty a lecrease in

switching speed (see chapter 7).

~he Schottky metallization process for the ~-~chottky is as

.:.-ollows:

1. selec Eve LtCv.J depos i tion of 'il
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7. Speed optimization of IS1 made in the N50 process_

- general theory

In general, the first order average propagation delay time

of IS1 (and other bipolar logics) can be written as:

with ~: junction capacitances (+ on chip wiring

capac itances)

V: logic sw ing

I: injector current

t d min' minimal propagation delay time

caused by minority carrier storage.

Without series resistances, the propagation delay time caused

by junction capacitances decreases linearly with increasing

injector current, whereas the power delay product remains ~he

same.

At relatively high currents, the storage of minority carriers

in the epilayer (collector area of the npn and base of the pnp:

see fig. 15) starts to playa dominant role. This storage increases

linearly with the injector current and therefore, at high currents,

a current independant delay time, t
d

., will be reached.mln
Curve A in fig.14 shows the relation between t

d
1 and I. . in

e ay lDJ.
the ideal case of no series resistances.

In practical cases, f
T

will increase at very high currents_ pnp
due to high-injection effects (increasing base charge). ~his

leads to curve B.

Furthermore, series resistances will affect the SWitching speed,

since they limit peak currents that have to flow when charging and

discharging capacitances. When these series resistances are small,
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fig. 14 switching speed as function of injection current per gate

can still be reached which will lead to curve C.

curve C is reached since t
d

1
e ay

lower current levels: see curve D.

t
d

.
m~n

Higher series resistances will already dominate before t
d

. of
m~n

will already start to increase at

A first order approximation of the minimal propagation delay

caused by storage of active charge can be deduced as follows.

The forward transit time of the vertical pnp transistor is:

w2
B

2D
p

The hole storage in the pnp (see triangle in fig.

( I)

) is:

( II)

the ratio between hole storage in the npn and in the pnp is:

Qnpn= Anpn Wr.,pn
( 1 A W
'q, pnp ~ pnp B

( III)

where A and A are the areas where hole storage is present
npn pnp

in the respective transistors (see fig. 15).
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p

+n
p substrate

fig.15 cross section of transistor part of an ISL gate, showing
the areas where minority carrier storage is present

If all hole storage were to be associated with the pnp transistor,

the t , being the effective forward transit time of the pnp, would
p

become:

\ = (1 + '<tnpn ) t fp
i;;'pnp

(IV) and (III) gives

A W
t = (1 + npn npn)
PAW

2" pnp B

(IV)

(V)

From the switching becaviour of the ISL gate, ar: expression

for the minimum average propagation delay time can be

derived (12} :

t d
t ln (1 + t(1t y)

(VI)min = ....l! P
2 '(

where ct- I the effective forward ex of the= c pnp
P T

"'"inj. pnp (see fig. 20)

r I= 0 npn
1

0 pnp
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For pract ical 18L gates, (<..:. 1 and ~ ~ 1.

Then,

t
t

d
. ~O( n

mm p '2
t-;;;; ~ =
2

( A W
1 + npn npn)

- A W
2 pnp B

2
W

B
4D

P

(VII) •

This expression relates minimum average propagation delay

tline of the ISL gate to its physical dimensions and is a very

usefull aid when optjmizing the 18L gate structure.
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- Optimizing speed

The optimization problem can be clearly defined: the goal is to

obtain high speed at, practical, low currents. The speed at 20 uA

is choosen as object function.

Restrictions are imposed upon by the given process and by the

desired minimum noise margins at the maximum temperature.

To maximize speed at low currents, junction capacitances (C) and

logic swing should be minimized.

For the first, minimal gate dimensions should be choosen. For the

latter, the voltage drop over the Schottky output diode should be

increased. This can be done by increasing barrier height or, less

effectively, by decreasing Schottky diode dimensions. Limitations

are here the available Schottky technologies (barrier heights) and

the minimal series voltage noise margins.

Apart from series resistances, the demands for lowering t d .,mln
minimal delay time,are not in contradiction with the demands for

optimal speed at low currents.

As can be seen in eq.(V), the first way to increase speed at high

currents is to minimize the base width, WB' of the pnp. This

not only quadratively decreases t fp ' but also decreases the ratio

Wnpn and WB in eq.(V) since Wnpn= WB-~N (see fig. 15).

This reduction of the base width can be obtained by etching off

some epi in the area where the 1SL gates will be located on the

chip.

A second way of decreasing minimum delay time is to increase the

relative area of the pnp transistor by shortening the buried layer

(decreasing the ratio of A and A ), thereby causing the
npn pnp

npn to go less far into saturation.

Starting from minimal gate dimensions, the effects of above

mentioned variations have been investigated.
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- experimental results

As to minimum dimensions, speed measurements have been done on

1S1 gates, designed with 2 slightly different design rules:

1. standard 3um design rules with 5um minimum distance between

Al lines

2. design rules for a process employing anodized Al, here the

minimum distance between Al lines is 3um.

Furthermore Schottky diode dimensions and buried layer lengths

have been varied.

Two different epi-layer thicknesses were used.

Table 1 defines the code names that from now on will be used to

label the different 1S1 gate structures on which measurements

were performed.

All measured gates had Al Schottky output diodes (~B ~ 0.7 eV).

Delay t~~e measurements have been done using 17 stage ring-

(.:SC i:la to rs.

S6/5~ Brn/BNl

I
I
I

/\N -4/-5

I
-5: standard epilayer thickness

of 5 um

-4: 1 um of epi etched off •

.l,tJ: design rules for anlldised Al are used.

Brn: buried layer o\lerlaps 2 um \'lith the emitter.

a112: buried layer extends only 2 um underneath the emitter.

Schottky diode dimensions: 8 x 4 um2 or 8 x 6 um2 •

table 1: code names of 1S1 gate structures on which mesurements
were done.
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The four t d I = f(I .. ) plots of fig. 16 show the influencee ay lnJ.
of epi-thickness, Schottky diode dimension and buried layer

length variations and the influence of the different design rules

on t d I (1. .).e ay lnJ
To ease comparison, in table 2, for each measured ISL gate structure

3 characteristic values are listed.

1. t d I • I. . for low currentse ay lnJ
2. t d I at 20uAe ay
3. minimal measured propagation delay time with the current

at which this delay occurs between brackets.

4um epi 86BN1 86BN2 84:BN1 84BN2 86BN1AK 84BN1AN

t ·1 13.S 12.9 12.8 12.S 12.6 12.4 10- 14 Asec
d

t d(20uA) 10.9 10.3 10.3 10.0 10.4 10.0 nsec

t min 2.7 2.2 2.7 2.2 2.7 2.8 nsec
(600) (700) (600) (700) (SOo) (SOo) uA

Sum epi e6BN1 86BN2 84BN1 84BN2 86BN1AN 84BN1AN

t • I 13.S 12.9 12.9 12.3 12.4 11.8 10-14 Asecd

t d(20uA) 12.1 11 • 1 12.2 10.7 11.8 11.3 osec

t min 4.8 3.8 S.2 4.0 S.3 S.3 nsec
(2S0) (400) (200) (300) (250) (200) uA

table 2: 3 characteristic measured values of all gate structures
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86BN1-4

t
delay

in nsec

1
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I inj • per gate in uA

100 1000

fig.
r'... 19.

1cc
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influence of Schottky dimension variation
influence of gate dimension variation
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- evaluation

Qualitatively, the differences between the different gate

structures in fig. 16 and table 2 are in accordance to the theory

as described at the beginning of this chapter.

fig. 16a: the very small differences in t d at low currents

can be explained by the differences in voltage swing:

see ch. 8.

Clearly the influence of epilayer thickness on the

minimum delay time can be seen.

fig. 16b: again at low currents the speed differences can be

attributed to differences in logic swing: the npn

goes less far into saturation in case of 66BN2.

For the same reason, the minimum speed of 86BN2 is lower.

fig. 16c : Schottky dimensions influence s?eed by t~e~r infl~ence on

logic swing. The ninimum delay time is (apart from

series resistances) not affected by Schottky dimensions.

fig. 16d: although the logic swing of 863~1AN is higher than the

logic swing of 86BN1 (ch. 8), the speed of 86BN1A~ is

higher: its smaller dimensions lead to smaller jur.ction

capacitances and a smaller minimum delay time.

Differences between the delay times of the gates at 20~~ are not

very dramatic. Only epi-thickness reduction seems a powerfull tool

to reduce delay time at 20uA.

But then, as can already be seen from the very early departure 0:
the curve from the constant p.t

d
line in fig.16t , the measured

relation between t d and I gives a somewhat distorted picture of

the real t d(l) relation of the 1SL gate itself: the 1
inj

used ~n

the measurements is the current that flows into the emitter of the

pnp injector. Due to non-unity efficiency of the pnp transistor,

the real injector current as seen by the 1SL gate is lower.

Due to a not optimal design,~ of the pnp transistor varies
n

between 0.83 at low currents and 0.20 at 1mA. A base which is

too wide and a buried layer which is too short oause the

drop already at 1 ~.

n
to
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- correction for ~ , resistor as current sourcen pnp

when, graphically, the measured td(l) relation is corrected

for the ~ , we get a picture of the speed which would ben pnp
possible when, instead of a pnp transistor, a resistor would

be used as a current source.

Fig. 17 shows the influence of this correction on the

measured td(I) relation of the 86BN1-4 gate.

An improved design of the pnp injector will of course also yield

100

10

corrected

for ~
n pnp

t
delay

in nsec

86BN1-4

as measured

~ , .
.- -- ... - - - ... - -

I\ . per gate in Q~
lnJ.

"
1 10 100

Fig. 17 a pnp as a current source vs. a resistor as a current
source

When using a resistor as a current source, the delay time

would be even lower than shown in fig. 17 s~!ce a resistor is

of course a far from ideal current source: when a gate is on,

the current flowing into its input is lower than the current

1000
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flowing into its output since VH>V
L
• This causes the npn

transistor to go less far into saturation than would be the

case when an ideal current source would be used.

Table 3 shows the values of table 2, when corrected for the

~n pnp·

4um epi B6BN1 86BN2 84B~1 84m;2 66El,1AN 64BN1AN

td·l 11.7 11.2 10.6 10.8 10.9 10.5 -14,10 .... sec

t d(20uA) 7.2 6.5 6.6 6.5 7.1 6.7 nsec

t
min 2.7 2.2 2.7 2.;"> 2.7 2.6 r.sec

(150) (no) (150) ( 170) (130) (150) uA

5um epi 863K1 86BN2 84BN1 84:BK2 B6:B!~ 1Al~ 84BN1AN

t -I 12.2 11.7 11.9 11.0 10.9 10.5 -1J
d 10 Asec

t (20uA) 9.5 8.4 9.4 8.3 9.0 8.8 nse:-d
t min 4.8 3.8 5.2 4.0 5.3 "}.3 nse:

(90) ( 11 0) ( 90) (110) (70) (70) uA

table 3 3 characte~istic values of the td(I) relations
of the different gate structures without the
not-ideal pnp current source
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- verification of t d min' influence of series resistances

When there are no series resistances, the deviation of the

td(I) curve from the straight line of constant td·I product

(the dashed line in fig. 17) is equal to t d ., as wasmm
explained at the beginning of this chapter.

Therefore the corrected td(I) relation as shown in fig.

can be used to derive the value of t d min

In fig. 17, until 40 uA, t
d

lies 1.5 nsec above the dashed

line of constant td·l product; therefore the measured t d min

for the 86BN1-4 gate equals 1.5 nsec.

Above 40 uA, the influence of series resistances and or

high injection in the pnp becomes notable.

The dotted line in fig. 17 gives an extrapolation for

the ideal case of no series resistances.

Only simulations could learn more about the exact location

of the observed series resistances in the measured gate

structures.

Comparison of the td(l) curves of the measured gates shows

no notable influence of the variations in gate structure on

the observed series resistance effects.

Very likely, these series resistance effects orlgir.ate in the

high base series resistance of the npn: a process dependant

parameter.

The values of t d ., as derived from td(I) measurements,mln
can be verified using eq. V and VI •

In table 4, for four different gate structures, the measured

t d . is compared with its calculated value.mln
•For calculating t d min' measured values of r were used. ~p was

taken 1.

The differences between the calculated and measured values can be

explained by the fact that there is no line of constant td·I

product in the td(I) curve, since the logic swing decreases

with increasing injector current.

When, for the derivation of the measured t d min' yet this
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is somewhat smaller than 1 and the correction
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non-existing line is used, this yields a too small value

of t
d

.•mln
14"Furthermore, If"

p
for the effects

measured measured calculated
t d . ( t d .mJ.n mln

86BN1-4 1.5 nsec 0.86 2.0

s6BN2-4 1.2 0.67 1.7

G6BN1AN-4 2.0 1.13 2.2

86BN1-5 3.3 1.91 4.7

table 4 comparison of measured t
d

with calculated onesmin

lor the calculation, an outdiffusion of the buried layer of

5 urn was taken into account. This value was calculated from

the ratios of the saturation currents of the nnp transistors

in the different gate structures.
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- speed at higher temperature

Of several gates, the td(I) relation was measured at 125°C.

Fig. 18 shows the speed of the 86BN1-4 gate at 125°C compared

with its td(I) relation at 25°C; both have been corrected

for their respective ~n pnp
At 125°C, despite the increase of the depletion capacitances,

the propagation delay time for low currents decreases due to

the dominating increase of the logic swing.

Both capacitances and series resistances increase at increasing

temperatures. Therefore fiC-times which limit speed at high

currents are stronger at high temperature.

1CO

10 863N1-4

'1' = 125°C

t delay
in nsec

86BN1-4

'1' = 25°C

I. . per gate in uA
lnJ.

fig. 18 speed of
injector

10 100
the 86BN1-4 gate as function

• •current at 25 C and 125 C
of the

1000
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- speed when using Schottky diodes with other barrier heights

A first order approximation of the td(I) relation when using

other Schottky metals is given in fig.

This to give an idea of the advantage of using FtNi-Si Schottky

contacts and the disadvantage of using'.1-S i.

Higher or lower voltage drop over the Schottky diode gives lower

resp. higher logic swing and thus influences speed.

LPCVD ~ungsten (w)
Aluminium

Flatinel (PtN i-Si)

"'-

'" '" " "

"

,

t delay

10

, , ,
100 "- , , ,

"

in nsec

I. . per gate in uA
lnJ.

1

1 10 100 1000

fig. 19 td(I) relation of the 86BN1-4 gate (corrected for ~pnp)

for 3 different Schottky barrier heights
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- conclusions

As to the optimal gate structure, the following can be

concluded.

Reducing epilayer thickness is inevitable for making an effici~nt

pnp transistorin the ISL gate structure. Etching off the epilayer

is a powerfull way to reduce storage of active charge and thus

improve speed.

~ithout reducing the epilayer thicknes (which is ) urn in the

standard process) ,far from optimal speed is attained.

Buried layer length can best be choosen to exactly overlap the

emitter area: so between the positions named BN1 and BN2. This

way, also at maximum misalignment, a suffici~nt noise margin

() 100 mV at 125°C) is attained.

when using a Schottky metal with a barrier height of about 0.7 eV

or lower, Schottky diode dimensions of 8x4 or 6x4 can be choosen.

For the injector current source, a pnp transistor with optimal

effici~ncy should be choosen.

At the expence of an extra mask step and an extra implantation,

a res istor could be used as a current source. This would further

improve speed.
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8. Logic Swing and Series Voltage Noise Margin

Logic swings and series voltage noise margins have been measured

for all different gate structures.

Figure 21a gives the logic swing for 4 different gate structures

on 4 urn epi, measured as a function of the injector current.

The differences between the different gate structures can be

explained by the differnt voltage drops over the Schottky diodes

(86 and 84 respectively) and by the extent to which all npn's

are driven L~to saturation.

The drop of the measured values at higher current levels must be

attributed to series res istances. "

Figure 21b gives the measured values for the series voltage

noise margins for the 4 different gate structures.

The measured values for both logic swing and series voltage

noise margin of the 1SL gates on 5 urn epi are all about 20 mV

higher than their equivalents on 4 urn epi. This difference

can be explained by the less effective pnp which leads to a

npn that is further in saturation.

An analytical expression for the logic swing can easily be derived

l12] .
rJhen both for the pnp and for the Schottky diode the ideality

factor is 1, the logic swing is given by (see fig. 20):

V1SL =

kT N#. I
= - In' p dO

q I
pO •

Logic swings, thus calculated, stem very well with the measured

values at lower currents.
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v. v.
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fig. 20 Two sections of an L~verter string for ISL

To verify the measurements of the logic swing at higher current

levels and the measurements of the series voltage noise margin,

simulations are r.eeded.

When writing this report, no results were available yet.

oLogic swir.gs and noise margins were also measured at 125 c.
Figures 21c and 21d give the results for 4 of the measured gate

structures.

86BN1AN-4

:34BN1AN-4 =========--------- ~
84BN1-4
86BN2-4

Logic Swing

in Volts

o.

10

I inj. in uA

100 1000

ofig. 21a Logic Swing at 25 C as a function of the injector current
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86BN1AN-4
84BN1AN-4
84BN1-4
84ilN2-4

Series Voltage

Noise Margin

in Volts

1. . in uA
UlJ.

10 100 1000

fig. 21b Series Voltage Noise Margins at 25°C

I I

-0.) ~

~

86BN1 AN-4

6413N lA.l'l-4
84BN1-4
8413,,2-4

-=0.2 f- --..
~ ----Logic Swing

125°c
in Volts

-0.1 f-

.

I inj • per gate inuA...
Ir

10 100 1000

fig. 21c Logic Swing at 125°C
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U1J.

10 100 1000

fig. 21d ~eries Voltage Noise Margin at 12SoC
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9. Conclusions

In a V-groove isolated process, in this case the N50 process,

ISL gates with very attractive speed can be made.

A maximum speed of 2.2 nsec at 170 uA injector current can be

attained when a resistor is used as an injector current source.

In that case, at 20 uA the delay time is as low as 6.5 nsec.

When a pnp transistor is used, the minimum delay time is attained

at a higher current and the delay time at 20 uA is 10 nsec.

For the optimal gate structure, I refer to the conclusions

of chapter.7.

The high speed of ISL together with its relatively high packing

density of 25O-350gates/mm2 would make 1SL a very attractive

candidate for circuits for which 12L is not fast enough.

Problems of a technological nature, however, seriously limit

the usefullness of ISL in the N50 process.

Simply adding an extra mask step to the N50 process for

making the Schottky contacts is not sufficient:

1. when epilayer thickness is not reduced, non optimal 1SL

gates are made (see table 3). Therefore epi has to be etched

off. This is a simple process when using KOH. The costs are

an extra mask step.

2. Making good Schottky contacts cannot be combined with the

standard process, which uses anodized Aluminium, without

adding yet another mask step.

Only the use of selectively deposited W can overcome this

problem. Its low barrier height however yields a non-optimal

speed.

3. Some small nuisances like the lithographical problems when

defining the Schottky contact dimensions and the irremovable

compensation patterns endanger circuit yield and complicate

lay-out design.
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Consequently, making 181 gates with optimal speed in the N50

process requires the use of 3 extra mask steps.

Therefore, in the present practice, making IS1 in the N50 process

does not seem very attractive.

Only when optimal speed is no requirement and consequently no

epi has to be etched off and when, furthermore, 1PCVD W would

proove to be a reliable Schottky metal, IS1 could be made in the

N50 process without considerable extra costs.

However,_ 181, with its unique comoination of characteristics,

namely: -bipolar technology

-high speed

-relatively high packing density,

should be kept in mind for use in future processes with thinner

epitaxial layers.

In these processes epilayer thickness would not have to be reduced

to attain optimal speed and the use of anodized Aluminium would

not be obligatory.

1eon Sintnicolaas

Eindhoven, Februari 1983.
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